LECTURES… LABS… WORKSHOPS… SEMINARS…
Voicetrax is both an online and in-person* voice-over training academy with a robust selection of classes for both formats. For nearly 35 years we have been dedicated to not just training actors but
mentoring human beings to reach their personal and professional goals. Minus the hugs & high-fives, our students have found the learning experience online to be just as instructive, effective, engaging
and valuable (some even say more so, check out the testimonial page on our website) as our in-person classes, as we utilize all the tools at our disposal including performance recording and playback, breakout rooms for rehearsing, and our exciting hybrid class format where there are in-person students as well as online students in the same class!
We realize that with the multitude of classes to choose from it may be a bit daunting to know what curriculum strategy would work best for your specific and unique situation. But because we are a school
enthusiastically committed to mentoring each student individually, we encourage you to contact our team for guidance at (415) 331-8800. With a combined 30 years’ experience guiding aspiring voice
actors, any member of our team who answers the phone can help you identify the courses that are most appropriate for your needs at each particular stage of your training. For actual dates and prices
of classes, please see the registration form in your registration packet or on our website at www.voicetraxsf.com. See page 8 for legal disclaimer.
*Proof of COVID-19 vaccination is required for all in-person classes. To view our COVID-19 policies in their entirety, please visit www.voicetraxsf.com/covid-policy.
The following courses have been ADDED or REVISED since the annual 2022 Voicetrax catalogue was first published.
Use this mid-year catalogue in conjunction with the annual 2022 catalogue when reviewing class descriptions.

AUDIO TOUR NARRATION II
Director: Peter Dunne

Length: 14-hour four-week workshop
Format: Hybrid

Class Notes: This course includes homework assignments.
Students must have home recording capabilities.

Peter Dunne, who produces audio for the largest audio tour companies in the world, is uniquely qualified to guide you through the most challenging aspects of this specialized
niche of the voice-over industry. In this Level 2 class, you’ll tackle “real world” audio tour recording issues like working under severe time pressure or dealing with complex
scripts that require you to be able to understand and communicate abstract concepts like “synesthesia” and “Dadaism.” (Look ‘em up!) You’ll also learn how to handle character
scripts which are frequently used in both adult and family tours and require you to sustain a specific dialect or vocal placement for hours at a time. And because auditioning
is done from home, Peter will assess your self-direction skills on a script that you’ll be asked to record at home.

CHARACTER CREATION CELEBRATION
Director: Melissa Hutchinson

Length: 7-hour one day lab
Format: Hybrid

Class Notes: None

Melissa joins the Voicetrax family with a big splash of character merrymaking! Although she’s booked just about every kind of job the voice-over industry has to offer –
multiple times, this particular day of fun will focus on characters and toys. As she breaks down the process of creating a memorable character, Melissa will continue to be the
“fun police” because if you aren’t having fun, whether it’s a comedic or dramatic character, it will affect your performance, and not for the better. So, forget the overthinking
and be in the creative moment, as you let things fly and celebrate the resulting extraordinary performance.

CHARACTERS GONE COMMERCIAL
Director: Jeannie Elias

Length: 9-hour three-week workshop

Class Notes: This class includes a pre-class homework
assignment.

The most elite voice actors understand that each and every single script they perform is a character, whether it’s a video game, cartoon or commercial, even when they only
have a few minutes to make their acting choices. First, you’ll be given a script from a movie or play, chosen especially for you by Jeannie, and given time to really dig into
the back story of your character and make specific decisions, in other words, truly live in that character for longer than five minutes. Then, you’ll bring that fleshed out character
to a myriad of commercial scripts, learning to adapt on the fly. This weekend will ultimately open your mind as you learn to make stronger decisions to answer the oh so
important why you are saying what you’re saying question to your run of the mill commercial reads.

CHARACTERS UNBOTTLED
Director: Jeannie Elias

Length: 10-hour weekend seminar
Format: Online

Class Notes: The course includes a pre-class homework
assignment. Students must have home recording capabilities.

Unleash the multitude of unique and genuine characters that you know (and some you don’t know) are inside you. During this workshop, animation veteran Jeannie Elias
invites you into her world of cartoons and how she analyzes scripts to produce an attention-getting, show-stopping performance. And she should know… have you seen her
IMDB page? You’ll be challenged to bring a two-dimensional soup of words to life by breathing authenticity (in even the goofiest of situations) and fun into characters both
wacky and more straightforward. Up your character game and unbottle your potential with Jeannie.

DIRECT THYSELF
Director: Samantha Paris

Length: 10-hour weekend seminar
Format: Hybrid

Class Notes: None

The time has come… you can’t avoid it any longer: the director’s chair (insert spooky music and student shudder here). By now you’ve heard from multiple teachers and working
professional students that self-direction is the name of the game when it comes to auditioning, and they’d be exactly right. These days you are on your own to create an
attention-grabbing, competitive audition. This seminar presents your chance to sit in the actual director’s chair, and you’ll soon realize that by having to articulate a clear
analysis of a script as a director for your classmates, you will gain confidence in your ability to break it down for yourself when you have to. Spend a weekend in the director’s
chair channeling your “inner Samantha”.

FINDING TRUTH IN THE BOOTH
Director: TWO LA Agents

Length: 9-hour three-week seminar
Format: Online

Class Notes: This course includes a pre-class homework
assignment. Students must have home recording capabilities.

Seeking truth in a performance is a never-ending expedition for an actor. The possibility of capturing a genuinely real moment is something that drives our kind forward. It’s
the biggest challenge actors face, but when it happens there is nothing like it. Not to mention it’s what a majority of clients want for their projects (whether they write their
scripts that way or not. Ugh). Join our experienced LA Agents as they make use of scripts that lend themselves to this pursuit of realism and other scripts that want us to be
natural and yet use the words introducing and coming soon, thus providing a much greater challenge. Strip away all the extraneous noise and information and get to the
heart of the matter to bring out the raw emotions of the words on the page.

IMAGINATION REVISITED
Director: Samantha Paris, Roni
Gallimore

Length: 12-hour four-week workshop
Format: Hybrid

Class Notes: This course includes a pre-class and weekly
homework assignments. Students must have home recording
capabilities.

Did you ever wonder how your British princess or slacker boyfriend character would tackle a dog food script? Well, it’s time to unleash your inner six-year-old and explore
your imagination the way you did as a child. Before each of the first three weeks, you’ll create a character and then come to class as the character you created.
Inhabiting the character from every angle will stretch the boundaries of your imagination and you’ll recognize you are ultimately waaay more creative than you ever thought
possible. Spend three weeks digging deep with Roni into each character’s backstory while performing commercial and character scripts. With help from Roni and your peers,
figure out which of your three concepts was your strongest character embodiment, and perform as that character for Samantha in the final week. Commit to the character
deep dive and just go for it. Stretching your acting muscles has never been so freeing!

KNOW YOUR ZERO
Director: Vicki Baum

Length: 12-hour four-week workshop
Format: Hybrid

Class Notes: This course includes a pre-class and weekly
homework assignments.

Have you ever looked at a long list of specs on the script and been confused as to what to focus on? Naaaahhh… that NEVER happens… Or have you been auditioning
online and you’re not sure how to choose amongst the dozens of scripts you receive each day that represent your best odds on booking the job? Truly knowing yourself, what
you naturally bring to the table both vocally and personality-wise is a critical piece of the puzzle when it comes to choosing what to add into the recipe to create an outstanding,
yet uniquely YOU performance. You’ll work on quintessentially you scripts, as Vicki and the rest of the class will assist each student in ascertaining what makes you, well…
YOU. If history tells us anything, we’re betting you just might be surprised at what you learn about yourself, as well as astounded and enlightened by how others perceive
you on the very personal and exhilarating journey you’ll take in this workshop.

RETAIL: NOT PRETTY, BUT PROFITABLE
Director: Thom Pinto

Length: 10-hour weekend seminar
Format: Hybrid

Class Notes: None

How many times have you read direction that says “real and conversational” but all you see are copy points, copy points… and more copy points? The reality is that in our
current voice-over world of natural and extemporaneous, many scripts still require being able to deliver a strong dose of hard sell. Thom will share a variety of practical
techniques he has developed to handle challenges typically encountered when auditioning for retail copy including over-written scripts, awkward phrasing, disclaimer tags
and way too many exclamation points!!!!!

SHIFTING GEARS
Director: SF Agent

Length: 10-hour weekend seminar
Format: Online

Class Notes: None

To engage your audience and win auditions, your interpretations must have facets, hues, shades, peaks and valleys, ya know… variety. Your instructor, a veteran talent agent,
will help you develop intuitive, interesting and unique reads that highlight the “authentic you” and rid you of any “one note” tendencies your performances may have. (Wow
two quotes in one sentence. Thank goodness we aren’t saying this in person. The “air quotes” would be seriously annoying…) He’ll work with you to bring out an authentic
and unpredictable quality that will grab the attention of agents, producers and clients and help you book the job, and he should know!

SOUND-A-LIKE SAVVY
Director: Ned Lott

Length: 10-hour weekend seminar
Format: Online

Class Notes: This course includes a pre-class homework
assignment. Students must have home recording capabilities.

The entertainment industry often needs "sound-a-likes" for both animation and live action projects because A-List actors are too busy or quite frankly, they don’t want to do
it. So if you were ever kicked out of class for mimicking your teacher, you're in luck! As one of the top "sound-alike" directors in Los Angeles, Ned is uniquely qualified to
help you develop and draw out both your known and waiting to be discovered sound-a-like abilities.

THINK VISUALLY, ACT VOCALLY
Director: Chuck Kourouklis

Length: 12-hour four-week workshop
Format: Hybrid

Class Notes: None

Now that you've built a strong foundation in the fundamentals of voice acting, it’s time to start dissecting the individual voice-over sub-genres that require different performance
styles. There are many components that contribute to a stylized performance when lending your voice to television visuals. Chuck will ask you to consider all the factors visual
elements add, and how you can use them to shade your performance in a distinct way. What kind of influence should a television commercial that emphasizes wide open
spaces have on your interpretation? Would a tight, detail-oriented shot mandate a difference in your approach? And what kind of impact does the music make on your acting
choices? And finally, what are the implications of all this on where you should position yourself on the microphone? Explore all these factors to make your performance just
that much more specific as you play and have fun in the television voice-over sandbox. Ultimately, you’ll be able to leverage that knowledge to be the actor that gets the script,
and therefore, the actor that gets the job!

THREE IN A ROW
Director: Thom Pinto

Length: 10-hour weekend seminar
Format: Hybrid

Class Notes: None

One of the ironies of our business is that frequently, the short copy bears the most income. In this class, Thom divulges his techniques that are right at your fingertips to ensure
that your three in a row aren’t just slow, medium and fast takes of the exact same read and are truly unique and commercially viable, whether it’s announcer tags, character
one-liners or :15 spots. If producers are listening to hundreds of one-liners, it’s critical that you grab their attention from the get-go, no time to warm into your performance.
And no matter what kind of copy you audition (short or long form), when you book a session, you’ll often be asked to perform a particular line three times in a row, and by
“often” we mean in every single voice-over session you will EVER be in. So yeah, there’s that.

FORTIFIED with New Angel!

VOICE-OVER ANGEL
Director: Chuck Kourouklis, Vicki
Baum, Aaron Miner

Length: 10-hour weekend seminar
Format: Hybrid

Class Notes: None

Gain wisdom, confidence and the ability to think on your feet from this role-playing seminar as Chuck utilizes his fellow directors to throw numerous different real-world
recording situations at you born from his wealth of personal experiences including running a session from your home studio with a director that’s inexperienced and can’t
articulate what they want, a producer who doesn't want to direct you live (cuz he’s just too busy) and you're supposed to figure it all out, or what about a live session where
multiple directional approaches are thrown out at you? Don’t fret, you are not alone! Chuck will serve as your "angel", determined to earn his wings by helping you learn to
deal with adversity, uncertainty, insecurity and a host of other confidence assassins that can undermine an actor's ability to give their best performance. Feel more in control
and better prepared to handle the art of self-direction even under the most challenging and demanding real-world circumstances.

VO F GHT CLUB
Director: Aaron Miner

Length: 10-hour weekend seminar
Format: Hybrid

Class Notes: This course includes a pre-class homework
assignment. Students must have home recording capabilities.

Ok, sure, we could go with the obvious opening line for this class description and say the first thing about VO Fight Club, is you don’t talk about VO Fight Club, but that would
be silly (and lazy) because as voice actors talking is what we do. Join Aaron, your ultimate cornerman, as he takes you through the rigors of a true voice-over clash. Students
will contend in a March Madness tournament-like bracket throughout the weekend until the final two are left to battle it out for the grand prize: a half-price four-week or weekend
class! But before you ask, “How will I be involved if I get eliminated early?”, don’t worry because there is something very important we haven’t told you about this seminar:
It’s really a direction class disguised as a competition class! That’s right, no matter the ultimate outcome of the performance side of this class, Aaron will be coaching the
constant flow of student directors guiding the actors still in the game as the audience weighs in on who won each round by articulating who they would cast and why. At the
end of the weekend, Aaron will choose the best director who will win a private lesson with our current Top Teacher, Vicki Baum.

THE VOICETRAX 500
Director: YOU!!
Length: All Participants: Preliminary round
recorded at home
Judges: Samantha Paris, Chuck
Kourouklis, Vicki Baum, Roni Gallimore Finalists Only: Final round recorded at home
plus 7-hour one-day lab

Format: Preliminary Round: At Home Recording
Final Round: Online
Class Notes: Students must have home recording capabilities.

Ladies and Gentlemen START… YOUR… ENGINES!! Rev up for a fun and exciting class/competition that will result in the winner receiving a FIVE HUNDRED DOLLAR class
credit. Have we got your attention, now?? We’ve brought back our real-world Voicetrax competition due to its immense popularity. With self-direction so important to today’s
working voice actor, it’s never too early to dive into that what-do-you-do-with-a-script-when-left-to-your-own-devices quandary. In the preliminary round, each participant
will submit three home recordings (just like the real world) that will be judged by The legen-wait for it-dary Voicetrax Think Tank. Every single preliminary participant will
receive feedback on your recordings. The 12 chosen finalists will be advanced to the one-day lab and asked to submit further home recordings. During the finals lab, you’ll
work out with fresh scripts as well as decompress with Samantha, as she reviews your home recordings, gives her valuable feedback and announces who took the checkered
flag as the winner of the Voicetrax 500!

GAME HUNTING
Director: Tasia Valenza

Length: 10-hour weekend seminar
Format: Online

Class Notes: None

Do competitive performances elude you like a rare sighting of the white lion in South Africa or the snow leopards of Uzbekistan? Join Tasia as she guides you through this
kinder, gentler safari in search of video game performances that stand out and book the job. And just to keep things exciting, Tasia is apt to throw in an animation exercise
or two, so be ready for anything. And because of her extensive background in on-camera acting, Tasia can’t help but incorporate the acting muscles used for that genre of
acting in her lessons, which can only bring to life the voice acting skills that will make your auditions roar. Disclaimer: No animals were actually hurt in the belaboring of this
metaphor, unless you consider yourself an animal and having to read through this description bruised your mental happiness by the constant stringing along of this
worked-over metaphor, and now, this over-explained disclaimer. Longest.Disclaimer.Ever!

LECTURES… LABS… WORKSHOPS… SEMINARS…
Voicetrax is both an online and in-person* voice-over training academy with a robust selection of classes for both formats. For over 30 years we have been dedicated to not just training actors but mentoring
human beings to reach their personal and professional goals. Minus the hugs & high-fives, our students have found the learning experience online to be just as instructive, effective, engaging and valuable (some
even say more so, check out the testimonial page on our website) as our in-person classes, as we utilize all the tools at our disposal including performance recording and playback, breakout rooms for rehearsing,
and our all-new hybrid class format where there are both in-person students as well as online students in the same class!
We realize that with the multitude of classes to choose from it may be a bit daunting to know what curriculum strategy would work best for your specific and unique situation. But because we are a school
enthusiastically committed to mentoring each student individually, we encourage you to contact our team for guidance at (415) 331-8800. Any member of our team who answers the phone can help you identify
the courses that are most appropriate for your needs at each particular stage of your training. For actual dates and prices of classes, please see the registration form on our website at www.voicetraxsf.com. See
page 18 for legal disclaimer.
*Proof of COVID-19 vaccination is required for all in-person classes.
To view our COVID-19 policies in their entirety, please visit www.voicetraxsf.com/covid-policy

3… 2… 1… BLASTOFF!
Director: Brian Sommer

Length: 12-hour four-week workshop
Class Notes: None

Take flight with Voicetrax Alum, Brian Sommer, in this rapid-fire workshop. Your turn will begin with an
unseen character audition sheet. On the "GO" from Brian (he has a stopwatch and he’s not afraid to use it),
you will have 3 minutes to prepare your performance, 2 chances to record the copy and will choose 1 of
those takes to submit. Because Brian will be putting a “revolving door” on the roster, there’s no time for deep
philosophical character study. It’s so easy to get wrapped up in finding the character, that we forget the
basics (who, what, where, etc.), so this class compels the student to return to those basics. The rapid-fire
approach and limited time will force you to focus on the fundamentals to create a believable, unique character.

AUDIO TOUR NARRATION
Director: Peter Dunne

Length: 14-hour four-week workshop

Class Notes: This course includes a pre-class homework
assignment.

Remember the first time you were transported to another place in time just by listening to an engaging museum audio tour? Learn the art of storytelling with Peter Dunne who
has locally cast, directed and produced audio tours for many of the world’s best-known museums and most prestigious exhibits. To expand your audio tour auditioning skills,
you’ll read a wide range of copy from scholarly and intellectually demanding narratives to funny scripts for kids. Peter will coach you on getting through the challenges all
voice actors face during long sessions including reading cold, taking direction on the fly, handling difficult words and sustaining energy, characters, dialects, concentration
and connection to the copy as you describe and tell an imaginative story.

BEST DAMN DEMO PERIOD!
Director: Sirenetta Leoni,
LA Agent, Samantha Paris

Length: 18-hour six-week workshop

Class Notes: This course includes homework assignments.
Students must have home recording capabilities.

During this information-packed (and when we say packed, we mean stuffed to the rafters and beyond) workshop you’ll develop a clear understanding of the demo production
process from start to finish including copy selection, recording, editing, post-production, design, branding and marketing strategy. Whew! Not to mention these six weeks
are one hell of a self-direction class (maybe the most self-directy of them all) as you direct yourself through several demo clips. Samantha, Sirenetta and an experienced Los
Angeles talent agent will help you to discover what your strengths are and how to highlight them in a way that will grab the attention of agents and producers, as well as
common mistakes to avoid. By the last week of class, students will have produced, performed, self-directed and packaged their own mock demo.

BOOKING GIGS 123
Director: Vicki Baum, Katherine
Tole, Natasha Marchewka

Length: 15-hour five-week workshop

Class Notes: Students must have home recording capabilities.
This course includes a pre-class and weekly homework assignments.

Tired of spending time auditioning online with few positive results? News Flash: It may not be your performances that are holding you back. Gasp! Yes, you absolutely need
to submit a competitive audition, but when it comes to online casting sites there is so much more to it. It can be intimidating when you hear that only 3% of the thousands of
registered “actors” on Voice123 actually book a job. But have no fear! The good news is 90% of the Voicetrax student body who’ve trained to a competitive level are within
that 3%! And one of the major reasons for that is this comprehensive, A-Z class that reveals how Vicki books in the top 10% nationwide on Voice123. In weeks one through
three, Vicki will cover her entire online auditioning strategy including which auditions to choose, how to increase the flow of auditions coming your way, communicating with
potential clients as well as how she keeps track of her finances, bills clients and will calculate a customized rate card for each student. In weeks 4 & 5 our Voice123 “ringers”,
the dynamic duo of Katherine Tole and Natasha Marchewka will come in and spelunk (dust off your cave exploring headlamps) the Voice123 site and once and for all take
the mystery out of how it all works. They’ll cover numerous topics including dashboard features, setting preferences, profile optimization, algorithm idiosyncrasies, SEO and
demo samples. They’ll answer all your burning techie questions. All so that you can take on online auditioning with confidence.

BOOKING GIGS 123 TOTALLY
Directors: Katherine Tole,
Natasha Marchewka

RAD FOLLOW-UP LAB

Length: 6-hour two-week lab

Class Notes: This lab is weeks 4 & 5 of the Booking Gigs 123
class, so if you are signed up for that class, you do not need to sign
up for this class. If you have already taken the Booking Gigs 123
class in a previous semester, you are eligible to sign up for this
two-week follow-up lab.

While some things never change, the world of online casting sites is always evolving, as they introduce new features and tools of the trade. To help you stay on the very tippy-top
of your game, we’ve brought in our Voice123 “ringers”, the dynamic duo of Katherine Tole and Natasha Marchewka will spelunk (dust off your cave exploring headlamps)
the Voice123 site and once and for all take the mystery out of how it all works. They’ll cover numerous topics including dashboard features, setting preferences, profile optimization,
algorithm idiosyncrasies, SEO and demo samples. They’ll answer all your burning techie questions. All so that you can take on online auditioning with confidence.

CHARACTER CONFIDENTIAL
Director: Dan Gilvezan

Length: 10-hour weekend seminar

Class Notes: This course includes a pre-class homework
assignment.

Have you ever wished you could take a character class and not have to worry about creating umpteen-million totally amazing and yet unrecognizably different voices all
within a weekend? Well, then have we got the character class for you! Approach characters from a purely acting perspective, where detailed prep work meets The Method.
Join Dan as he guides you in creating reality-based characters from the inside out, by delving into the psyche as well as environmental factors of the character. You’ll work
on animation and video game copy, some of which you will supply and the rest Dan will crack out of his massive vault of scripts. No funny sounding ducks, zany aliens or
looney bubble voices need apply.

DESTINATION TRUTH
Director: Melissa Gray

Length: 12-hour four-week workshop

Class Notes: This course includes homework assignments.

In this workshop, Melissa will challenge you to think, breathe and voice from the standpoint of quintessential theatre acting techniques. Develop a critical ear and increase
your ability to absorb what’s being offered as you take direction and make instantaneous adjustments as you navigate back and forth between monologues from plays and
voice-over copy. Exercises are designed to enhance the believability of your reads and develop a fuller, richer sense of your unique individuality that the microphone cannot
help but reflect! If only a significant amount of audition voice-over scripts called for real, natural performances, so you could put all you learned in this class to practical use.
Oh wait… thaaat’s riiiight, only 99% of all voice-over audition copy does!

DIRECT THYSELF: THE VOICE 123 VARIATION
Directors: Samantha Paris,
Vicki Baum

Length: 10-hour weekend seminar

Class Notes: This course includes a pre-class homework
assignment. Students must have home recording capabilities.

It’s common knowledge to most that have been around the voice-over industry for even a minute that self-direction is the name of the game when it comes to home auditioning,
especially with the popularity of numerous online casting sites. These days you are on your own to create an attention-grabbing, competitive audition which can be difficult
especially when the scripts are… shall we say… less than stellar (ok, we’ll say it, the scripts are s#!t!). You’ll be put through the paces of directing yourself as you pre-record
those aforementioned scripts at home. Over the weekend, The Lovely Ladies of Voicetrax, Samantha and Vicki will provide straightforward feedback on your home recordings
and take you through live performances of commercial and narration scripts obtained exclusively from online casting sites (so, yes, they’re s#!tty). But let’s face it, not every
script you audition for whether it’s online or from an agency is going to be Pulitzer Prize winning, so there’s no time like the present to learn now how to navigate this type of copy.

R E VISED/NEW DIRECTORS

DON’T CALL US, WE’LL CALL YOU
Directors: TWO LA Agents,
NY Agent

Length: 10-hour weekend seminar

Class Notes: This course includes a pre-class homework
assignment. Students must have home recording capabilities.

The further you travel down the path to becoming a competitive voice actor, the more you realize that although there are some fundamental truths to brilliant performances,
subjectivity is a prevalent theme in our industry. Remember what we always say, “It’s selection, not rejection!” In this seminar, we’ve brought together three top professionals,
who because they are three unique individuals, just might have different perspectives. Having recorded scripts before class at home, you’ll be afforded the opportunity to get
their expert feedback in class. And don’t fret if it’s your first, second or even third time submitting mp3’s for a class. We’ve selected three of the nicest agents around and
they’ll know you’re newer at this and will be super supportive! You’ll also get a chance to redo some of your home recordings live in class, incorporating the suggestions from
this top-notch trio. Discover how well you self-direct at home and adjust to re-direction from the best in the business.

GET

ANIMATED!

Director: Townsend Coleman

Length: 10-hour weekend seminar

Class Notes: None

Worried that characters are not for you or you'll never be any good at them? One of the most beloved animation voice actors in the country (see Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
and The Tick) brings his extensive experience to this seminar to prove you wrong… in the most loving manner, of course! With Townie leading the charge, you can and will
become a character whiz. You’ll explore all the vital skills and techniques and foster the required mental approach that aspiring animation and video game actors need to
be successful including developing a specific back story, using prototypes to create an original character and of course, breaking down the copy. You’ll develop and expand
your own cast of characters and gain some well-earned swagger in your ability to perform and sustain a fully fleshed-out and truly believable character.

GET IN THE ACTING GAME
Director: Dave Fennoy

Length: 10-hour weekend seminar

Class Notes: None

Join one of the first Voicetrax students ever, Dave Fennoy, as he explores approaching video game performances from a true actor’s perspective, as if they were cinematic
characters because in video games these days they are! Dave is globally known for his gaming credits (The Walking Dead, anyone?), which means his ability to create a
multi-faceted, genuine character is on point! With a million-dollar voice, Dave could have rested on his laurels, but he’s studied hard to develop his acting chops and he’ll
absolutely do the same for you. Spend the weekend with Dave as he shares his philosophies examining how authenticity and context always brings a starring and even a bit
player video game performance to life.

GOT GAME?
Directors: Chuck Kourouklis,
Brian Sommer

Length: 12-hour 4-week workshop

Class Notes: None

How lucky are we that we have two of the most accomplished & prolific video game actors in the Bay Area in our back pocket: Chuck Kourouklis and Brian Sommer! This
dynamic duo have put their heads together and created quite the curriculum. Because of Chuck & Brian's extensive experience, both having appeared in League of Legends,
The Walking Dead and The Wolf Among Us (seeing a pattern perhaps?), they are in a unique position to give you advice, guidance and direction from BOTH sides of the
sound booth glass. Not only can they speak expertly on what a producer is looking for since they've booked once or twice or, oh that's right… hundreds of times, but they
are also in a position, being actors themselves, to delve deep into the actor's process and teach you what it takes to create a memorable audition that gets you cast. Needless
to say, this class is intensive, involving and relevant – so come ready to play!

HPXEDCHVBSEPRIUCH
Directors: Aaron Miner,
Lauren Kelly

Length: 10-hour weekend seminar

Class Notes: This course includes a pre-class homework
assignment.

Tsjdokks iwynso hyytisqe nagacdi py sjneuscild jazpl datdofg! Say What?!? Imagination is king in the world of gibberish speaking toys and video games, and the demand
for actors who have these particular set of skills is prolific. So, we’ve asked two of the busiest toy actors in the Bay Area – our duo of toy talent – to reach into those beautiful
brains of theirs to come up with a class full of fun and creative exercises to get you in the right state of mind to tell the story when there is no script at all. They’ll challenge
you to communicate through emotional connection instead of English words. Learn how improv, physicality and just letting go are keys to success in the silly but serious industry
of toys. Not to mention how learning to tell a story without the crutch of using words will develop your overall storytelling skills. And hey, you’ll get to tell your parents you
finally learned that second language. Tdekpjuhieqb! What the heck does that mean? We’ll leave that to your imagination!

MAKING IT SOUND EASY
Director: Sirenetta Leoni

Length: 10-hour weekend seminar

Class Notes: This course includes homework assignments.
Students must have home recording capabilities.

Aretha Franklin singing, Roger Federer winning major championships, Meryl Streep disappearing into a character. Across all disciplines, what do the best of the best all have
in common? They make what they do seem natural and as effortless as breathing. To book consistently or get hired for the more prestigious, lucrative gigs you can’t sound
as though you are trying too hard with a delivery that comes across as labored, contrived and flat, or even worse… unauthentically perky. During this four-week workshop,
you’ll focus on keeping it simple with the goal of delivering a performance that sounds genuine, unforced and above all, engaging, enjoyable and easy to listen to, whether
you’re auditioning to be a conversational announcer, character in a video game or voice of an Interactive Voice Response system.

Once Upon A Time: ACTING FOR AUDIOBOOKS
Director: Roni Gallimore

Length: 14-hour four-week workshop

Class Notes: This course has a pre-class homework
assignment.

It’s official! Audiobooks is a billion-dollar industry that shows absolutely no signs of slowing down. Don’t tell your local librarian, but eventually generations to come won’t
know anything other than digital and recorded books. And we all know what that means to voice actors: opportunities, opportunities, opportunities! Join Roni as she shares
her extensive knowledge on how she books all her audiobook work on her own without an agent! She’ll share with you her techniques on refining a first person and third
person narrator, performing a male/female dialogue by yourself and the very tricky task of performing same sex dialogues while creating separation between dozens of
characters by utilizing pitch, speed, rhythm, accents and of course… acting! And whether or not you think you’ll ever record an audiobook this course will absolutely help
you up your narration and character defining skills.

SCRIPT ANALYSIS
Directors: Samantha Paris,
Chuck Kourouklis, Sirenetta Leoni

Length: 18-hour six-week workshop

Class Notes: This course includes weekly homework
assignments.

Simply put… if you don’t get the script, you don’t get the gig! This tantalizing triad of teachers will help you unravel the mysteries of script interpretation as you analyze a
variety of TV and radio commercials, animation, video game and narration scripts while discovering how to dissect copy intelligently to give you a leg up on the competition.
You’ll learn to look for hidden clues (aka “bunnies”) and not just the ones buried in the body of the copy, but the ones you can glean from the sound effects, visuals, directions,
music, length, even the agency name. Strengthen and broaden one of the most important foundational skills necessary for voice-over success in this class fortified with an
additional two weeks in response to overwhelming student demand. We can take direction, too!

SPLITTING
SIDE-SPLITTING
Director: Brian Sommer

Length: 10-hour weekend seminar

Class Notes: None

Often when you audition for characters either for video games or animation, you’re provided with several random lines from the script, a little background information (if
you’re lucky), a brief description of the project and maaaaaybe a picture of the character. From that unpredictable and oftentimes minuscule amount of information, you’re
tasked with coming up with a fully developed character, figuring out how the unrelated lines you’re provided fit into the story and demonstrating as much range as possible
in the process. And how does improv factor into all of this? If you want to find out how one of the busiest character voice actors does it, join Brian for this step-by-step dissection
of the character auditioning process. You’ll end up with a deeper understanding of why performing characters involves so much more than just the ability to “do voices”.

SIMPLY ACTING II
Director: Frank Coppola

Length: 10-hour weekend seminar

Class Notes: Prerequisite: Simply Acting or prior approval
from Voicetrax.

Going deeper into the story is something that all actors must learn, developing it into second nature. To succeed you need to engage your imagination, the most important
tool in your arsenal. You must discover it, nurture it and then develop it. But how exactly do you do that, especially in a 30 second script? In this workshop you will continue
on the path started by Simply Acting, learning and further developing new tools and techniques designed to refine your craft. This class will teach you how to partner with
your infinitely creative imagination. Using both dramatic and comedic longer form scripts from plays and movies – contemporary and historical – you’ll develop the ability
to create the arc of a character’s story. By sussing that skill out in longer form, you’ll develop the muscle memory to go deeper into character, and you’ll be able to succinctly
apply it to the shorter form of 30 and 60 second reads. This class will beautifully set you up for the more advanced levels of scene study classes by knowing exactly where
your treasure chest of creativity lies and how to access and feed it, so you can break it down to break through.

THE ACTOR NARRATOR
Director: Melissa Gray

Length: 18-hour six-week workshop

Class Notes: This course includes homework assignments.

How many times have you heard, it’s not about your voice, it’s all about the acting? All the time, we’d guess, but with narration, too? You better believe it. Approach different
forms of narrative copy from a true actor’s perspective, through various acting techniques including content, themes, emotional subtext, energy, variety and pace. Learn to
investigate the given circumstances of your narration copy from the standpoint of performing it, not just vocally, but with your whole being. Work to create a strong pre-life
that brings the story off the page while recalling real-life experiences to enhance emotional resonance. Heighten your awareness of phrasing and connecting more on a
sensory and emotional level resulting in an increased “vocal presence.” Melissa will assign each student a monologue from a play and help identify the inherent acting beats,
verbal actions, subtext and arcs which you will then transfer to various forms of narrative copy that are prevalent in today’s auditioning world. You will learn to “dialogue”
your copy as duets so that your monologue reads will be enhanced by a quality of genuine listening and conversation.

THE TAMING OF THE M C
Director: Chuck Kourouklis

Length: 10-hour weekend seminar

Class Notes: None

If you’ve ever puzzled over how to show greater range and imagination in your voice acting, this class presents specific microphone techniques that can help you breathe
life and variety into your performances. From practical, technical issues like how to minimize “p”-pops and over-modulation, to creative ideas on how to establish a sense of
scene, create the sonic environment and define your characters, Chuck will reveal the many tricks-of-the-trade that he’s developed during his 20 plus years in the broadcast
and voice-over industries that will immediately take your performances from 2D to a full three-dimensional experience for the audience. It should go without saying, but we’ll
say it anyway: If you want to be a musician you need to learn to play the instrument, so if you want to be a rock star voice actor you need to be able to do the exact same
thing with the microphone.

TOURS, TUTORIALS & TALES: THE STORY WITHIN
Director: Vicki Baum

Length: 14-hour four-week workshop

Class Notes: None

This workshop is prepared to take your narration skills up a notch or two while telling a great story. And since narration is one of the dominant genres in the voice-over industry
with opportunities multiplying year after year, this class is a perfect vehicle to transform you into a narrator to be reckoned with. By further honing your visualization
techniques, script analysis and acting choices, you’ll learn to deliver the more authentic and conversational reads that are now in demand. You’ll span several genres including
audio tour, industrial tech, tutorial and medical narration that are so prevalent in today’s narration market.

VOICE-OVER VISION BOARD
Director: Vicki Baum

Length: 12-hour four-week workshop

Class Notes: This course includes a pre-class and weekly
homework assignments.

Vision boards have long been an effective tool for successful people (Tyler Perry, Jaime Foxx, Oprah Winfrey… heard of them?) To create a stable of core characters for
commercials, narration and animation that you can use time and again throughout your career, you really need to dig deep (nope… deeper) into the details, and that’s where
Vicki comes in. After a decade of constant creation, Vicki will finally share for the first time some of the pages from her character binder. To create your own pages, you’ll
use visual elements including magazines, books, pictures, key words and fabric (yes we said fabric) to create a life story for each of your characters and then perform them.
Brilliant acting comes down to being the role not just playing the role, and with your newfound inspirational character vision board, you’re well on your way to exceptional
performances.

W HA T A C HARACTER I I
Director: Brian Sommer

Length: 12-hour four-week workshop

Class Notes: Prerequisite: What A Character Level One or
prior approval from Voicetrax.

At a quick glance, What a Character II may seem familiar to Level One in that again you will be performing characters while using a generic vague script. The wicked twist?
(The thing you need to learn by now is there’s always a wicked twist. But it’s always for your own good!) Instead of making up your own characters with days to practice and
develop them, you’ll be given a character of Brian’s choosing (insert villainous laugh here) in class and ten whole minutes to prep your performance, and round and round
it goes, character after character for each student. By only having a few minutes to prep, you’re forced to get out of your head, stop overthinking and make strong acting
choices and commit to them which ultimately leads to a more natural and organic performance.

